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Company, Solihull, United Kingdom. 
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“W. M-H” OVERDRIVE CONTROL 

INSTRUCTION BOOK 



     The OVERDRIVE on this car 

is under the driver's CONTROL 

by two switches. 

     One switch is on the 

STEERING COLUMN 
    The "OVERDRIVE CONTROL" 

described herein is the subject 

of a Rover Company Full Patent 

Application.

….the other is on the 

PANEL



      In top gear….. 

…..the steering column switch 

should be flicked upwards to 

select overdrive………. 

    The panel switch controls 

the use of overdrive in second 

and third gear….the driver  

…..and downwards to revert 

to top. 

 

    When not being moved by the d

the switch will remain in its central 

position………. regardless of  

overdrive engagement. 

 

    Overdrive can only be obtained 

in top gear by operating the column

switch after top gear has been eng
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 b will normally wish to let this 

remain in one position 

for some time……….  his 

choice being governed by his  

manner of driving and the road 

conditions 

river, 

 

aged. 



 

    This diagram sho

speeds in the gears

selected by the swi

    The “Up” position, marked 

”TOURING” engages overdrive whenever 

second or third gear is engaged 

    The “Down” position, marked 

”TOWN” precludes the use of  

overdrive in the indirect gears. 
ws the maximum 

 and the sequence 

tches. 

 



selecting……… 

                                  “TOWN”  

 

    for speeds above 60 m.p.h.  

”close ratio gears” are obtained by  

selecting………. 

                               “TOURING”  

 

    If overdrive is cancelled when  

running in top gear at low throttle 

openings………. 
         ………..the change will not 

actually occur until the throttle is 
    On occasions when maximum speeds 

in the gears are used….. 

 

 

    for speeds up to 70 m.p.h. 

”close ratio gears” are obtained by  
opened. 



 




